
CONTEXTUALIZED WRITING ASSESSMENTS

A. Best assessment practice engages students in contextualized, meaningful writing. The assessment of writing must
strive to set up writing tasks and situations.

Assessment programs should be solidly grounded in the latest research on learning, writing, and assessment.
Best assessment practice is direct assessment by human readers. Best assessment practice includes assessment
by peers, instructors, and the student writer himself or herself. Consequently, the outcome of such assessments
is negative: students are said to demonstrate what they do wrong with language rather than what they do well.
The easy availability of this research to practitioners makes ignorance of its content reprehensible. This paper
was also published as a chapter in Teaching Developmental Reading 2nd ed. They simplify writing in ways
that can mislead writers to focus more on structure and grammar than on what they are saying by using a given
structure and style. Tel: ; Tel: ; Fax: ; e-mail: info baywood. In addition, we offer the following guidelines for
situations that may be encountered in specific settings. While they may promise consistency, they distort the
very nature of writing as a complex and context-rich interaction between people. This is especially important
when machine-scored assessments are used. Assessing authentic acts of writing simultaneously raises
performance standards and provides multiple avenues to success. Best assessment practice engages students in
contextualized, meaningful writing. Writing is by definition social. The methods and criteria that readers use
to assess writing should be locally developed, deriving from the particular context and purposes for the writing
being assessed. Direct assessment in the classroom should provide response that serves formative purposes,
helping writers develop and shape ideas, as well as organize, craft sentences, and edit. Assessment in the
Classroom In a course context, writing assessment should be part of the highly social activity within the
community of faculty and students in the class. Best assessment practice respects language variety and
diversity and assesses writing on the basis of effectiveness for readers, acknowledging that as purposes vary,
criteria will as well. If students are placed according to scores on such tests, the ranges of placement must be
revisited regularly to accommodate changes in curricula and shifts in the abilities of the student population. It
is important to bear in mind that random sampling of students can often provide large-scale information and
that regular assessment should affect practice. These criteria should be clearly communicated to students in
advance so that the students can be guided by the criteria while writing. Standardized tests that rely more on
identifying grammatical and stylistic errors than authentic rhetorical choices disadvantage students whose
home dialect is not the dominant dialect. Best assessment practice is informed by pedagogical and curricular
goals, which are in turn formatively affected by the assessment. Judgments of proficiency must also be made
on the basis of performances in multiple and varied writing situations for example, a variety of topics,
audiences, purposes, genres.


